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A STUDY OP SPLICED WOODEN TIE-BEAMS.
The object of all tests of building materials should be to
determine facts and develope results that may be of practical val-
ue in future designing. In order that such facts and results may
have real value, three conditions are necessary; First, that the
materials tested shall be identical with "what is commercially a-
vailable in the open market; second, that the conditions, methods,
and details of construction conform exactly to those obtainable
in practice; third, that the tests arn to be conducted in a scien-
tific manner. ( Tests by the Roebling Co. )
Few tests, if any, have been made upon full-size timbers,
in tension; none, so far as can be learned, have been made to de-
cide on the efficiency of the various types of splices commonly
used in joining wooden beams in tension. This investigation is
made to determine these efficiencies; to decide which type of
splice is strongest, which is weakest and which is most economical,
with due regard to ease in construction, the amount of material
used, and the nature of the material. To this end splices have been
made using in one instance, wooden fish-pieoes with bolts, in com-
parison with another type using wooden fish-pieces held together
by lagscrows instoad of bolts. Again, similar splices were con -
structed in which steel plates were substituted for the wooden
fish-pieces.
The material used was identical with that commercially a-
vailable in the local market. It was short leaf pine, shipped from
Grandin, Mo., and supplied from stock by local dealers, Hunter,
Rourke & Co., Urb.ana, and was a material considerably used, in
o
this locality for structural purposes.
The splices were designed, that so far as possible, con-
ditions, methods and details of construction should conform ex-
actly to those found in practice. This means that they were de-
signed just as if they were to be used in actual construction.
One exception occurred, where bolts and lagscrews were used to
transmit the stress? these were than designed to resist bending,
only partially. They were so arranged, because of a difference
of opinion, some asserting it to be necessary to calculate for
bending, others holding that bending may be neglected. When the
computations were made, it was found that a much greater numbBr
of bolts and lagscrews was required than good practice or common
sense would demand. An average of their opinions led to the use
of what was considered a safe number.
The following coefficients were taken from tables fur-
nished by Dr .N.Clifford Ricker and were used in the design. Safe
values were employed in all computations.
Short Leaf Line:-
Tension,ultimate
?
9000 lbs. per sq.in. Safe, 900 lbs.
Shear, (Hor.) " 400 " " " " » 100 "
Crushing, (par.
)
M 6000 " " " M n. 120C M
Cast Iron:-
T ens ion H 3000 "
Shear M 2500 »
Crushing "10000 "

3Wrought Iron :
-
Shear ' Safe 9000 lbs.
Tension " 12000 "
The test pieces were framed together by an experienced
carpenter; the workmanship was of good quality, equal to that re-
quired for first class construction.
Several plans and methods suggested themselves for fixing
the test pieces to the testing machine. The method finally adopt-
ed was devised and designed by Prof .Talbot. It should be stated,,
that the connection is far heavier than required for these spe-
cial tests; but it was designed for use in future tests, and was
made of strength sufficient to equal the capacity of the machine.
It consists of two eye-bars at each end, five feet long
from center of pin hole to end of bar, six inches wide, and two
inches thick, placed on each side of the timber, and secured to it
by means of four pins, each two inches in diameter and placed nime
inches on centers, with three pins one and one-half inches in dia-
meter, placed four and one-half inches on centers. These eye-bars
were in turn connected to a large eye-bolt, five feet long and
four and one-half inches in diameter at shank, by means of a five
inch pin. This eye-bolt passed through a hole in the head of the
machine and was secured by a largo nut resting against an adjust-
able washer. The illustrations will fully explain the connections.
The material used for this connection was soft steel.
The tests were made in the laboratory of the University
Experiment Station, upon the recently installed 600,000 Ibs.Reihle
testing machine. The stress was applied by lowering the traveling

base of the machine, the head being, stationary. The elongations
were taken at each increase of 5000 lbs by extensometer s , made
by Mann & Co. of St. Louis. The instruments are shown by photograph.
These were placed at the top and bottom of the splice' plates, and
readings to the nearest one one-thousandth of an inch were taken
on both sides of the test splice, the average of the two readings
being taken in plotting the curves.
There were seven types of test pieces, six of which were
spliced joints, the other a solid tension member. These types will
now be considered, and the method of computations, given.
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Type A.
This was the solid piece. In order to make the sectional
area of the stick less than that through the connection it was
reduced in section as shown.
Design of Joint A.
Solid timber. No splice.
Depth of cut one inch.
Net area of splice = 5-5/8" x 3-5/8" = 20.4 sq.in.
Tensile strength = 20.4x 900 = 18360 lbs.
Type E.
This type is shown in the sketch. All the timbers and
fish-pieces were of the same material. In order to hold the
splice pieces in position and to prevent them separating under
stress, 5/8" bolts were inserted as shown. In calculating the
strength of the splice, no attention was paid to the resistance
of these bolts.
Design of Joint B.
Depth of notch = 1"
Depth of timber = 5-5/8" = 5.625"
Net depth of timber = 3-5/8" = 3.625.
"
" " splice = 3.625 T 2 = 1.8125" = 1-7/8"
Effective area of timber = 5.625 x 3.625 = 20.4 sq.in.
Tensile strength of " = 20.4 x 900 = 18364 lbs.
Tensile " per splice = 18364
-f 2 = 9180 "
To find number of notches :-
Bearing area req.= 9180 £ 1200 = 7.65 sq.in.
" " per notch = 5.625 sq.in.
Hence use two notches per splice.

9To find distances oetwoen notches:-
Use 5/0 doIos.
Snear area req» = 9180 f 100 = 91.8 sq.m.
" " " per notcn = 45.9 " "
Add 2-5/8" bolt noles = 2 x .3068 = 0.613 sq. in.
Total snear area = 46.513 " MTT
Hence lengtn or cut = 46.513 - 5.625 =8-l/2 T
Type C.
Consists or wooden fisn-pieces and cast iron keys. This piece
also has 5/8" bolts as shown, to hold the splice plates in posit-
ion.
Design of Joint C. witn Oast Iron Keys.
Deptn of cut = 1"
tt tt !_ • ^ ff" f\ /""\ r~ It
" " timber = 5.625"
Net depth of timber = 3.625"
tt ft tt 1 • r7 ^» nr • n T r> t c If *i **** / r-\ It
" splice = 3.625 f 2 = 1.8125" = 1 7/8
Tensile strengtn of timber =20.4 x 900 = 18360 lbs.
"
" per splice = 18360 T 2 = 9180 w
To find no. of keys:-
Bearing area req.= 9180 £ 1200 = 7.625 sq.m.
" per key = 5.625 sq.in.
Hence use 2 keys per splice.
To find distance apart of keys:-
Us- 5/8" bolts.
Shear area req.= 9180 s 1000 = 91.8 sq.in.
Shear area req. p«r key =91.8
-f 2 = 45.9 sq. in •
Add 2-5/8 M bolt holes = 2 x 3.68 = 0.613 " "

Total area required = 46.573 sq.in.
Hence distance between keys = 46.513 5.625 = 8-1/2 1?
.
Type D.
Consists of wooden fish-pieces and 1 inch bolts, which
are designed to transmit the stress from the timber to the splice
plate. In some preliminary tests made to ascertain the action
of bolts in timber, it was found that when cut washers were
used, the bolts bent considerably, causing the washers to crush
into the sides of the timber so badly as to split it. To over
come this tendency, both as to splitting the fish-pieces, due
to the crushing of the washers, and also to resist the bending
of the bolts, cast iron washers were used instead of the usual
cut washers. These washers were 3-5/4" diameter and 7/8" thick.
The calculations were made to include crushing of the bolts a-
gainst the wood, shear of wood in front of the bolt, and also
bending of the bolts.

Design of Joint D.
Using wooden fish pieces and 1" bolts.
Gross area of timber = 5-5/8 x 5-1/8 = 28.828 sq.in.
Deduct 1 hole 5-1/8" x 1" =5.125 " "
Net area of section = 25.703 " "
Stress in timber = 25.703 x 900 = 21330 lbs.
Net area of splice plate = 11.85 sq.in.
Thickness " " M = 2-5/8 inches.
Gross area of " M = 2-5/8 x 5-5/8 = 14.765 sq.in.
Deduct 1 hole 2-5/8 x 1 = 2.625 w *
Net area of splice plates = 12.14 " "
To find no* of bolts :-
Stress in member = 21300 lbs.
Safe bearing per bolt = 5.125 x 1000 - 5125 lbs.
Hence no. of bolts = 21300 f 5125 = 5
Bending :
-
M = 10665 x 1.50 = 16000 in. lbs.
Allow II = 2210
Hence no. of bolts = 8.
Spacing of bolts :-
Shear = 100 lbs. per sq.in.
Shear per bolt= 10665 78= 1333 lbs.
Shear area req* = 1333 7 100 = 13.33 sq.in.
Length in front of bolt = 13.33 t 5.125 = 2-7/16 ins.
Hence ctoc of bolts = 2-7/l6"+ 1" = 3-7/16", say 3-3/4 ins
Type E.
Consists of wooden fish-pieces and lagscrews 3/4" diamator
8 inches long, -which, like the bolts in typB D, are assumed to

transmit the stress to the, fish-pieces, and thence beyond the
joint into the timber again. Cast iron washers^3/4 inches diam.
and 3/4 inch thick were used.
Design of Joint E.
Using wood fish-pieces, with 5/4" lagscrews, 8" long.
Gross area of timber = 5-5/8" x 5-5/8" = 31.64 sq.in.
Deduct 2 holes 5-5/8 x 3/4
Net area of section
Stress in member = 23.2 x 900
"
" splice plate
Area per splice plate req.
Splice Plate 2-5/8"
Area of splice plate = 5-5/8 x 2-5/8 = 14.765 sq.in.
Deduct 1 hole 2-5/8 x 3/4 = 1.969 " "
Net area of splice plate = 12.796 " "
To find no. of lagscrews :-
Use an 8" lagscrews. Diam. base of thread = .60 inches.
Bearing area req. per splice plate = 10440 f 1000 = 10.44
square inches.
Bearing area per lagscrew = 2.625 x .75 = 1.97 sq. in.
Hence no. of lagscrews = 10.44 ^ 1.97 = 6.
To resist b ending :-
M = 10440 x 1.59 = 16599 in. lbs.
M =
—
fjr= s x .098 d = 25000 x .098 x 3/75 = 1035 in. lbs.
Hence no. of lagscrews = 16.
Distance lagscrews c. to c. using 12 lagscrews.
Stress in splice = 10895 lbs.
Shear area = 108.95 sq.in.
= 8.43 " "
= 23.21 " n
= 20880 lbs.
= 10440 "
= 11.605 sq.in.

Shear area per lagscrews = 108.95 ; 12 = 9.08 sq.in.
Hence length between lagscrews = 9.08 f 5.5 = 1-3/4"
Hence dist. c to c = 1-3/4 + 3/4 = 2-1/2 Say 3"
Type F.
This type of splice is similar to type D; it consists of 1
bolts and 3/8" steel fish-plates. The bolts, as before, are cal
culated to resist shear, bearing, and bending.

Design of Joint P.
Using stoel fish plate and 1" bolts.
Gross area of timber = 5-5/8 x 5-1/8 = 28.825 sq.in.
Deduct 1 hole 5-1/8 x 1 = 5.125 sq.in.
Net area of timbers = 25.703 " "
Stress in timber = 25.7 x 900 = 21330 lbs.
To find no. of bolts:-
Bearing area per bolt = 5.125 sq.in.
Bearing per bolt = 5125 lbs.
Hence no. of bolts = 21330 - 5125 = 4.
To resist bending;-
M = 10440 x 1.42 = 14825 in. lbs.
Allow M = 221G in. lbs.
Hence no. of bolts = 6
Bolts spaced 4-1/2" centers.
Type G.
Similar in design to Type E; but differing in that 3/8" ste
fish plates were used instead of the wooden ones in the previous
type. The lagscrews were 3/4" diam. and 5" long.
Design of Joint G.
Using steel fish plates with 3/4" lagscrews 5" long.
Gross area of timbers = 31.68 sq.in.
Deduct 2 holes 5 x .75 = 7.50 w "
Net area of section = 24.20 w w
Stress in timber = 24.2 x 900 = 21780 lbs.
To find no. of lagscrews :-
Bearing area per lagscrew = 2.55 sq.in.
" per lagscrew = 2.55 z 1000 = 2550 lbs.

Hence no. of lagscrews = 5.
To resist bending :-
M = 11550 x 1.4 = 16170 in. lbs.
Hence no. of lagscrews = 16170
-f 1035 = 15.
We shall use 8 lagscrews per splice plate.
Stress per lagscrew = 11550
-f 8 = 1444 lbs.
Shear area necessary per lagscrew = 14.40 sq.in.
Length between lagscrews = 1-3/4
Dist. c tc c = 1-3/4 x 3/4 = 2-1/2. Cay 3"

A study will now tie made of the actual test pieces, and
the causes of failure.
Type A.
Joint Al.
This piece was a good stick of timber with but few
knots, these all at one end, as clearly shown in the picture.
The failure was due to longitudinal shear, on one side
only. It started at the shoulder and extended toward the connect-
ion until stopped by a knot, where it broke across in tension.
The sheared surface shows that there was a defect in the interior
of the wood, namely a place about ten inches long containing dry
resin, which separated the wood fibers, and thus greatly aided the
piece to shear at this point.

Joint A 2 •
This is the same as joint A 1, namely a solid tension
piece without splice, reduced in section to 5-5/8" x 3-5/8", with
a net area of 20.4 sq,in. Season checks extended the full length
of the piece on the 3-5/8" face; these season checks were not large
ones, nevertheless, in ordor to reduce the tendency to shear a -
long the lino of pins, throe half-inch holts were inserted, one
between the last two 2" pins, one between the third and fourth 2"
pins, and one between the first two 1-1/2" pins. There were no
knots of such size or character as to be harmful. Dry rot exist-
ed in the lower half of the timber, and well up into the reduced
section. It may be noted that the carpenter, in looking over the
lumber before making the tost pieces, considered this stick the
best in the entire pile; there was no indication of defect on the
outside, and it was only when the piece had been cut into that
dry rot was revealed.
Failure took place in the lower connection, it shearing
out along the line of pins, and extending to the shoulder of the
reduced section. The shear, within the connection, followed the
season checks. There is no doubt that the piece would have stood
the test considerably better had there been no dry rot.

/8
Joint A 3.
Similar in design to the two preceding. There were two
knots in the reduced section, one at each end, about five inches
from the shoulder. In the lower connection there was a large knot
at the third large pin and also a smaller one at the second largB
pin. At these places there was some cross grain. Season checks ex-
tended the full length of the piece on the 5-5/8" face.
Failure took place in the lower connection, because of
shear along the line of pins. The manner of failure was peculiar.
The piece sheared off between the last two inch pin, and the end;
this failure was followed by a loud report, and immediately the
wood sheared along the line of tho remaining pins. As in the pre-
vious case l/2" bolts were inserted in the connections.
An examination of the ruptured end, revealed dry rot in
the interior of the piece along the neutral axis. Between the
first and second 2" pins the wood was so badly rotted as to leave
a cavity fully 2" in diameter. The dry rot extended well down in
to the 1-1/2 inch hole and up toward the next 2" hole. It was
evidently caused by a email hole in the knot at this place. A sim-
ilar, although not so serious a defect, was found in the other
end of the timber also caused by the presence of a small hollow
knot. The holes in these knots were very small, and were discov-
ered only after careful examination.

I-3
Type B.
Joint B 1
.
This piece was af good sound material, having a few
slight season checks, but not of such a character as seriously
to lessen the strength of the stick:. There were no "knots in the
lower half; there was a had one in the upper half about twenty
inches above the joint. The splice pieces were in excellent con-
dition.
The lower half of the splice shows very little effect of
the stress to which it wa.s subjected, other than a few cracks at
the shoulders, showing that there was a tendency to shear along
the plane from shoulder to shoulder.
Failure took place in the upper half of the splice, due
to shear of the shoulders on the north splice piece and the timber.
These having sheared the shoulder of the stick, directly opposite
sheared also. There was a great amount of bearing against the
shoulders.
The bolts in the splice were badly bent, showing that, al-
though not calculated to carry any of the stress, they were sub-
ject to considerable of it. It is most likely that the greater
part of this bending was caus-d after failure due to shear had

2/0
begun. Go badly were these bolts bent that the cut washers were
pulled into the wood, crushing and splitting the ends of the.
splice-plates. The shear followed the grain of the wood, and pre-
sents a clean even cut.
The fibers in front of the bolts were badly injured, and
presented a wedge like appearance. This wedge action of the fib-
ers is greatly marked and undoubtedly accounts for the condition
of the splice, the fibers of which were twisted, torn and, as may
be seen in the cut, curled back upon each other.

z/
Joint B 2.
The condition of this piece maybe best understood by a
glance at the picture, which shows a bad defect in the upper
half, varying in depth from l/4 to 3/4 of an inch, 3" wide, about
12" long, and filled with dry resin. In addition to this defect
there is a long oval knot about 2-1/2 x 1-1/2 inches diameter,
8-l/2" above the joint, but extending partially through the stic'k.
The splice pieces arc of good clear material, of straight grain,
and with but a few small knots.
Failure took place in the upper half of the splice due to -
shear and tension. The first failure took place in the upper
shoulder of the south splice piece, this shearing off completely;
then shear began at the lower end of the top shoulder of the
stick itself, extended for a few inches, then broke across in ten-
sion on a 45 degree line, and finally sheared off on the upper
end of the opposite shoulder. The appearance of the fracture is
rough and jogged. See picture.
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Joint B 3.
In this there was a bad knot one foot above, and, also a
small round knot two feet above the joint. There was also a bad
knot at the top pin in the lower connection; some slight season
checks and cross grain also existed. The splice plates were of
excellent material, containing no knots, no season checks and no
cross grain.
Failure was caused by horizontal shear of the shoulder
in the splice plates. The lower shoulder on the north splice plate
failed first, and was then followed by the shearing off of the
one above on the same side} shortly after, the two shoulders above
the joint on the other plate gave way. There was considerable
crushing on the shoulder of the stick itself. The bolts in the
splice were considerably bent, with same great crushing of the
washers into the splice plates. The failure of this piece is very
much like that of Joint B 1.
Type C.
Joint C 1.
Contained a bad knot 30 inches above the joint; and
was season checked the full length of the piece. There was also
cross-grain 14 inches above and 20 inches below the joint.
The piece failed in shear at the first key above the lower
end of the south splice plate, the shear following along the cross
grain, and finally breaking in tension at the first small pin in
the lower connection. The bolts in the splice were but slightly
bent; there was no crushing or pulling in of the washers, and no
crushing or splitting of the splice-plates, which, with the except-

ion of some very slight crushing due to the keys, appear ae be-
fore the test. The holes for the keys present a remarkably good
appearance; there is little crushing of the fibres; and the sides
of the holes in the splice plates and in the stick, the lov/er
ones excepted, are in the sane horzontal line. Considerable ten-
dency of the keys to rotate was noticed while the load was being
applied. This tendency was seen almost diroctly stress was applied
and continued until final failure, when the keys returned to their
original positions.
Joint G 2.
In this the stick itself was in good condition, having
but a few season checks, and only one small knot in the lower

half of the splice, just below the lowest key on the south side.
The splice pieces were not of proper material; a glance at the
picture will show the defects.
Failure in this case was due to shearing of the shoulders
on the splice plate. The first failure took place by the shearing
off of the top shoulder on the south plate. This plate showed
signs of weakness under a load of lOOOOlbs. when it was noticed
that a crack started at the key directly below the joint. It was
not until under a load of 49000 lbs. that failure of the north
splice plate was noticed, when it sheared at the key below the
joint, then broke in tension at the first bolt below the joint.
At 35000 lbs. there were continued cracking sounds, and bending
of the test piece toward the north; the splice plates also drow
away from the timber at both ends. The keys began to rotate as
early an lOOOOlbs., which rotating in this case was excedingly
great, consquently there was considerable crushing of the fibers
at the sides and edges of the holes. It may be noted that the two
uppnr keys on the south side, and the two lower keys on the north
side rotated the most, the rotation of both pairs being about
equal; comparatively little rotation took place on the other two
sets of keys.

26
Joint C 3.
Contained some slight season checks in the lower half,
and a small knot at the lower key. The upper half of the stick
was in fair condition, there being only a few small, sound knots.
The failure was due to shear and to rotating of the keys.
Shear took place at the lower shoulder of the north, and also at
the upper shoulder of the south splice plate. At the other should-
er cracks appeared. The shear planes, instead of being clear and
clean cut as in the previous cases, were rough and uneven, due
probably to the presence of the holts. The end bolts werB bent
considerably; the washers were crushed into the splice plates so
badly as to split them to the end. The keys rotated badly; and
again those keys in the lower north, and the upper south sides
show the worse condition; the holes were badly distorted and out
of line, while the remaining four were in fair condition.
This piece also bent; but toward the south instead of the
north , as in Joint CP.; this bending was noted at about 50000 lbs.
The rotating of the keys was first noted at 10000 lbs. Because of
this rotating of the key3 the splice plates were gashed wway from
the main member fully l/8 of an inch . The joint was opened to
15/16 of an inch, and so remained.
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Type D.
Joint D.
Contains a small sound knot at the second bolt from
the lower end of the splice, in the 6x6, and on the 10" facejon
the other side there was also a knot 1 inch in diameter 14 inches
above the joint, and likewise another at the edge of the 6x6 near
the end of the splice plate.
The piece failed in tension at the first bolt from the end
of the splice piece, the failure occuring in the 6x6. The frac-
ture revealed dry rot in the main member, which rot existed at
the point of fracture and for some six or eight inches up into
the timber.
The motion of the extensometer was, for the most part, un-
steady, at first moving slowly and evenly, then increasing in mo-
tion uneven and irregular. The bolts showed signs of bending at
40000 lbs., as evidenced by the appearance of the bolt heads a-
gainst the washers. An examination of the bolts aft or the test,
showed them to be but slightly bent; it also showed that the great
est bending occurred at the bolt nearest the end of the splice,
the bending decreasing toward the joint.

Joint D 2,
This piece, in the lower half, was a fairly good stick; in
the upper half, there was a large knot a few inches below the
first sraall pin, and also another large bad knot above the first
2" pin. At then© knots there was considerable cross-grain. The
piece was also badly season checked, as were also the splice
plates.
The failure occurred at the knot near the first pin in
the top connection, breaking there, and then shearing along the
lino of pins to the knot at the first 2" pin, where it broke in
tension. The piece further failed by shear along the pins in the
1 offer connec t i on
.
Joint D 3.
This stick was of good material, but slightly season
checked, and with but few small sound knots. It failed in the
lower connection, due to shear and bearing, and the pine pulling
out through tne timber. The fractured end shows uneven bearing of

the pins against the wood, one side of the holes being badly
crushed, the other showing only small signs of crushing. The
wedge like action spoken of above, is very marked; the fibers
are twisted, torn, and curled back one upon another. ThB three
half-inch bolts, put in the connection to strengthen it against
shear, were badly bent; the washers were pulled into the sides
of the piece causing cracks to open at those places.
D 3, incorrectly marked E g, showing condition of failure.
The above picture shows the condition of the bolts after the test.

As seen the bolts are slightly "bent, even more than in the pre-
ceding tests; it also shows, that the greatest bending was at
the bolt nearest the joint; and that maximum bending occurred
in the center of the 6x6.
Type E.
Joint E 1.
This piece was quite good, above the joint, but be-
low, contained some bad knots. A few inches below the splice
plates, there were two large knots, which extended through the
stick, weakening it at this place. In the connection triers was
another knot slightly smaller. Gross grain existed at these places
Failure was caused by the piece breaking at the two large
knots below the splice plates; and then shearing along the line
of pins to the knot in the connection, and breaking off com-
pletely at this point.
The indicator moved very slowly and steadily at first
readings, but soon began to move more rapidly, with sudden jumps
and jerks. The sounds were peculiar, and wer° as if the threads
on the lagscrew tended to pull out of their places and take a
new hold on the wood. The larscrews are bent but little, such
bending taking place at about the neutral axis of the piece.
They appear to have tilted slightly away from the joint.



Joint E 2.
The upper half of this piece was good clear material
without knota, i^or cross-grain. The lower half had a small knot
at the edge of the joint, alao one and three-fourth of an inch
in diameter, on the center line 18 inches and another 27, inches
below the joint. There was some gross-grain.
Failure took place in the lower connection, shearing a-
long the line of pins, and breaking at the first small pin. The
shear lay in the same plane, was clear and even, and followed
mostly the grain of the wood.
The lagscrews bent very little as is shown in the abnve
cut
.
Joint E 3.
This was a fairly good piece of wood, containing only a
few knots, as shown in the cut. The piece failed in the upper
connection at the first small pin, then shearing between the
first and second small pins, broke at the second, and finally
sheared along the annular rings to the joint. The failure is
best seen by the examination of the cuts.
The appearance of the lagscrews after failure is the same
as in the two preceding tests.
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E 3. Showing condition of lagscrews after failure.
Type F.
Joint P 1.
On the edge of the face containing the splice plateo
there was a large knot about four inches above the top of the
plates; and also another on the other face about the same distance
above the plate. There was also a small "knot about l-l/H" from
the first bolt above the joint.
Failure took niace In the splice, tearing out at the
first and second bolts from the lower end of the splice plates,
then shearing along the annular rings to the joint. It was im-
possible to tell much of the condition of the bolts, because they
had been removed before they could be examined.
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Joint F 2.
The upper half of piece contained a large oval knot 3x1-
l/2 inches in diameter, just above the last bolt in the splice
,
which knot diminished on the opposite side to l/2 inch in diameter
In other respects the stick was a good one.
It failed in tension at this last bolt, and then sheared a-
long the bolts to the joint. The sheared surface is not clean
and smooth, but rough and uneven, as if both shear and tension
were acting at the same time. There was considerable bearing of
the bolts against the wood, as evidenced by the distorted appear-
ance of the holes, in both the fractured section and in the low-
er half of the splice.

.T oint F 3.
Short season checks existed along the center of the upper
half on one side; there were no knots in this half. Below the
joint on the same side, about 15 inches below, was a large knot,
extending from the center to the south edge. Otherwise the stick
w.-s very good indeed.
It failed in tension between the first and second bolts
from the end of the splice -plate, breaking across between the
bolts on a 45 degree line, and then following the annular rings
to a point eleven inches above the first bolt.
The motion of the indicator throughout was steady; in
the beginning the motion was slow, but increased gradually until
breaking
.
The bolts in the splice were bent to a noticable degree;
those on the"head-side, " so to speak, ran straight a short dis-
tance and then bent up toward the joint. It was also noted that
the greatest bending occurred at the bolt nearest the end of 'the
plate, the bending decreasing toward the joint. The bolt nearest
the joint was not bent, but inclined upward toward the joint;
the one below wr-s straight from the head for about 2 inches, and
then bent upward gradually until the other end was l/4 inch above
the "head-end;" the next below was straight for an inch and a
half, and then bent up l/4 inch.

J*
Type G.
Joint G X.
This was a good clean stick, with few defects, namely
a small knot 10 inches below the first pin in the upper connect-
ion. It contained some slight season chocks and cross-grain.
It failed by shear along the line of lagscrews to a knot
where it broke in tension on the opposite side. The shear sur-
face was quite fibrous , and showed the wedgeing of the fibers
when any obstacle, such as a bolt or lagscrcwfl interferes with
the shearing.
The cut shows the condition of the fracture.

3?
Joint G 2.
This piece broke in the connection, breaking in tension
between the first and second small pins. There were two knots
above the pin at which the failure first began.
There was evidently considerable crushing of the screws a-
gainst the wood, the holes being distorted into a slight oval,
the long diameter being 3/32 to l/s of an inch longer than
originally. Slight cracks also appeared along the line of lag-
screws .
Joint G 3.
Was a good clear stick, with few knots and little cross
grain. It failed in the splice due to, the shearing out of the
wood in front of the lagscrews in the lower half. The lagscrews
bent considerably at the plate, but within the wood were straight
and pulled over diagonally. They crushed considerably against
the wood as may be seen by the cut.



Conclusions.
Types E and C.
Both of these pieces failed in the splice be-
cause of longitudinal shear at the shoulders. Typr B - while it
did not sustain such a high maximum load as did type 0, is stif-
f er, and the loads sustained are more closely in accord with each
other. As to which is the better there is little choice and with
proper designing and good workmanship both are to be recommended
as equally good.
Type D and E. a,
These, v.'ith one exception, D 1, failed in the
connection, due to defects in material, or possibly to defects
in worIonanship. Type D is the stiffer. The curves show three
changes of curvature; it rises, showing slight elongations, in a
straight line to 20000 lbs., it then abruptly changes direction,
and again continues in a straight line to about 50000 lbs., where
it again breaks suddenly and continues until failure.
The lagscrews, while not greatly bent, have injured the
I od to a marked degree; in rotating they compress the fibers in
front of them, forming a wedge, which greatly aids longitudinal
shear to which there is always a tendency. In addition to the
wedge action, the rotating of the lagscrews themselves tends to
split the piece.
Type F and G.
These failed in the splice, at less loadings
than did the two preceding types. The preceding remaps apply here
as well. Both the lagscrews and the bolts have bent considerably

more, than in the other types, due undoubtedly to the greater
stiffness and rigidity of the steel plates. The injury f o the
fibers, because of the rotating lag screws, is also far greater
than in type D.
These tests show positively that lagscrews can not be re-
commended and used in first class construct:. on. Not only for the
reasons here stated, but also on account of the increased expense,
both in material and labor. More lagscrews are required than bolts
to transmit, the stress; and also from two to four times as many
holes must be bored for each screw, also half of these holes are
of different diameters.
Again, were there no differences in amount of material
and labor, the lack of stiffness would be sufficient to prohibit
their use.
The resultr also show the need of tests of full size pieces
and also the unreliability of timber for structural purposes, un-
less used in small sticks, of such sizes and dimensions that 'the
material may be carefully selected and entirely free from knots
and other defects. T/ood is non-homogeneous and deceptive in its
character; it is unreliable and uncertain in its action, and
hence it must give away to such materials as steel, and concrete,
the composition of which is known definitely.
The coefficients used in the design of these test pieces
were taken from well known authorities, but are here shown to be
too large; or the factors of safety are too small. In no case,
did the pieces possess their calculated ultimate strength. As an
example, piece A 4, the solid stick reduced in section to 5-5/°"

x o" , with a net area of 16.9 sq.in. and a calculated ultimate
strength of 152,100 lbs. failed in tension at 69,240 lbs. Only
45 percent of its computed ultimate strength and less than 2-1/4
times the safe computed working stress. This shows a factor of
safety 2-1/4, whereas all tables give a factor of safety of ten
for short leaf line in tension.
The coefficients for longitudinal shear are also too large
and it is evident that higher factors of safety should be used,
and that the tables now employed should be revised.
In using cast iron keys, they should be made wider, at least,
twice their depth, to overcome the tendency to rotate.
In making the following comparison of efficiences, joint
A 4 was taken as the standard. In order to make the comparisons,
its unit stress was found, and the net areas of each splice
multiplied' by this unit stress. It is shown by the following
data, that the efficiences vary from 55 to 69 percent. The test
pieces with keys, type C, wooden splice pieces and lagscrews,
type E, and steel fish-plates with lagscrews, type %, show the
nighest efficiences. This is due to their elasticity and to the
rotating of the keys and lagscrews. The other types show greater
rigidity, and hence are to be recommended for use, in preference
to any of the three types showing the higher percentages of ef-
ficency.
The wooden fish-pieces with bolts is the best type of splice
all things considered; it is economical, and easily constructed.
It looks clumsy and awkard, however, and it may sometimes be
mecessary to use the steel fish-plates, for appearances, al-

though the tests show this to be inferior in strength and stif-
fness. Splices with notched wooden fish-pieces, type B, would be
placed next in order of preference; keys should not be used un-
less made wide in comparison with depth; whereas lagscrews should
not be used under any circumstances.
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